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ABSTRACT
The white dwarf SDSS J124043.01+671034.68 (SDSS J1240+6710) was previously found
to have an oxygen-dominated atmosphere with significant traces of neon, magnesium, and
silicon. A possible origin via a violent late thermal pulse or binary interactions have been
suggested to explain this very unusual photospheric composition. We report the additional
detection of carbon, sodium, and aluminium in far-ultraviolet and optical follow-up spec-
troscopy. No iron-group elements are detected, with tight upper limits on iron, cobalt and
nickel, suggesting that the star underwent partial oxygen burning, but failed to ignite silicon
burning. Modelling the spectral energy distribution and adopting the distance based on the
Gaia parallax, we infer a low white dwarf mass, Mwd = 0.41 ± 0.05M⊙. The large space
velocity of SDSS J1240+6710, computed from the Gaia proper motion and its radial velocity,
is compatible with a Galactic rest-frame velocity of ≃ 250 km/s in the opposite direction with
respect to the Galactic rotation, strongly supporting a binary origin of this star. We discuss
the properties of SDSS J1240+6710 in the context of the recently identified survivors of ther-
monuclear supernovae, the D6 and LP 40–365 stars, and conclude that it is unlikely related
to either of those two groups. We tentatively suggest that SDSS J1240+6710 is the partially
burned remnant of a low-mass white dwarf that underwent a thermonuclear event.
Key words: star: individual: SDSS J124043.01+671034.68 – supernova: general – white
dwarfs
1 INTRODUCTION
Most stars ever born in the Universe are destined to end their
lives as white dwarfs – Earth-sized electron-degenerate remnants
with typical masses of ≃ 0.6M⊙, largely made up from the
ashes of hydrogen and helium fusion (e.g. Althaus et al. 2010).
Because of their large surface gravities, white dwarfs undergo
rapid chemical stratification (Schatzman 1945), and consequently
their atmospheres are composed of the lightest elements left over
at the end of their prior evolution: usually hydrogen, with ≃
20% of white dwarfs having helium-dominated atmospheres (e.g.
Giammichele et al. 2012). Therefore, white dwarf spectroscopy
provides, normally, no insight into the composition of the ashes
of the nuclear fusion reactions that powered their progenitor stars.
A small number of exceptions to this rule are known. Car-
bon was the first core element spectroscopically detected in white
dwarfs with helium-dominated atmospheres (e.g. Liebert 1977;
Dufour et al. 2005), which can be dredged-up by sufficiently
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deep convection zones (Koester et al. 1982; Pelletier et al. 1986).
Much rarer, and only discovered thanks to the vast number of
spectroscopic observations of white dwarfs by the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) is the detection of oxygen
(Liebert et al. 2003). In a handful of cases, O/C ratios vastly ex-
ceeding unity are determined, and were interpreted as direct ob-
servational evidence for the existence of ONe-core white dwarfs
(Ga¨nsicke et al. 2010).
Whereas traces of carbon and oxygen can be explained by con-
vective dredge-up of core material, more extreme cases that defy
single-star evolution are the white dwarfs with carbon-dominated
atmospheres identified by Dufour et al. (2008), which are possibly
descending from binary mergers (Dunlap & Clemens 2015). Re-
cently, two new classes of runaway stars displaying peculiar atmo-
spheres dominated by the ashes of C-, O-, and Si-burning, have
been suggested to descend from thermonuclear supernova events:
the LP 40–365 (Vennes et al. 2017; Raddi et al. 2018a,b, 2019) and
D6 stars (Shen et al. 2018b). Having very low surface gravities
(log g ≃ 4.5 − 5.5), both classes of stars are suggested to be low-
mass white dwarfs that expanded in radius by an order of magni-
tude following the supernova explosions they survived. Whereas
c© 2019 The Authors
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the origin of these stars is still discussed (e.g. Bauer et al. 2019),
the current suggestion is that the LP40–365 and D6 stars are the
partially burned accretors (Vennes et al. 2017; Raddi et al. 2018a,b,
2019), and puffed-up donors (Shen et al. 2018b), of thermonuclear
supernovae, respectively.
Another white dwarf with a so-far unique atmospheric compo-
sition is SDSS J124043.01+671034.68 (SDSS J1240+6710), con-
taining primarily oxygen, with small amounts of neon and magne-
sium, and traces of silicon (Kepler et al. 2016). Here we present
follow-up far-ultraviolet and optical spectroscopy of this star,
which further constrains its photospheric abundances. We also anal-
yse its kinematics, making use of the Gaia Data Release 2 astrom-
etry (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), and discuss its possible
evolutionary history.
2 OBSERVATIONS
We obtained far-ultraviolet (FUV) spectroscopy of
SDSS J1240+6710 using the Cosmic Origin Spectrograph
(COS, Green et al. 2012) on-board the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) on 2017 January 21. Given the far northern declination of
the star, we were able to make use of HST’s continuous viewing
zone to observe uninterruptedly for four consecutive spacecraft
orbits, resulting in a total exposure time of 21 425 sec. We used
the G140L grating centred at 1105 Å, covering the wavelengths
1125–2280 Å, though the decreasing sensitivity limits the useful
range <
∼
2000Å. At the time of the observations, COS was using
the FUV Lifetime Position 3, resulting in a spectral resolving
power of ≃ 2000 at 1400 Å. We dithered the spectrum using all for
FP-POS positions to minimise the effect of fixed pattern noise. The
COS spectrum of SDSS J1240+6710 is characterised by a very
large number of strong and broad absorption lines with the notable
absence of Lyα absorption, which is a typical feature of canonical
white dwarfs (Fig. 1).
The time-tag data also provides the opportunity to correct for
the O i airglow contamination. We used the timefilter task from
the costools package version 1.2.2 to exclude data taken during
daylight of the four spectra. We then used tasks from the calcos
pipeline version 3.3.5 to extract the night-side spectra and com-
bine them into an average spectrum which excludes the airglow of
O i. To preserve the maximum signal-to-noise ratio of the COS ob-
servations, we only substituted in the average spectrum the region
affected by O i airglow with the night side data.
The COS data were obtained in the time-tagmode, registering
wavelength and arrival time of each individual photon, which al-
lows to construct the ultraviolet light curve of SDSS J1240+6710.
The source counts were extracted over the wavelength range 1145–
1443Å, using a box with a height of 51 pixel, centred on the spec-
tral trace of the target. Airglow emission lines are present in the av-
erage COS observations (Fig. 1), and we therefore masked out the
strong Lymanα and the O i airglow lines in the range of 1208.18–
1223.33 Å and 1295.50–1313.06 Å, respectively. The background
was extracted using two regions above and below the target spec-
trum, both with a height of 31 pixels. The background counts,
scaled to the relative areas of the extracted regions, were subtracted
from the source counts. The extracted source and background re-
gions were corrected for the time-dependent sensitivity function
using the reference files associated with the observations1 , convert-
1 The reference files can be downloaded directly from
ftp://ftp.stsci.edu/cdbs/lref
ing the count rates into fluxes. Finally, the resulting background-
subtracted light curve is averaged in 10 s bins (Fig. 2).
Optical spectroscopy of SDSS J1240+6710 was obtained on
2017 April 2 using the double-arm Intermediate-dispersion Spec-
trograph and Imaging System (ISIS) on the William Herschel Tele-
scope (WHT). We used the R600B and R600R gratings in the blue
and red arm, respectively, with a one-arcsec slit. The red arm was
equipped with a GG495 order-blocking filter. This set-up provides
a spectral resolution of ≃ 2Å in both arms of the spectrograph. We
obtained a total of seven 20min exposure pairs with central wave-
lengths at 3930 Å and 6561Å in the blue and red arm, respectively,
and five 20min exposures pairs with central wavelengths of 4540 Å
and 8201Å. These four wavelength settings resulted in a spectral
coverage of 3270 − 5410Å and 5820 − 9180Å. The observations
were carried out under ≃ 1 arcsec seeing and good transparency,
and were interleaved with arc-lamp calibrations every hour. The
spectra were reduced following standard techniques and using the
pamela
2 and molly3 packages. The WHT spectrum (Fig. 3) is of
better spectral resolution, and higher signal-to-noise ratio (median
of 21) than the SDSS discovery spectrum (Kepler et al. 2016).
3 ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS
In addition to the new spectroscopic observations that we obtained,
a key piece of information that has become available since the dis-
covery of SDSS J1240+6710 is its distance, d = 439± 30 pc, based
on theGaiaDR2 parallax (Table 1, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).
Because of the excellent absolute flux calibration of the COS
spectroscopy, we used these data to refine the atmospheric param-
eters of SDSS J1240+6710. We began the spectral analysis based
on the atmospheric parameters determined by Kepler et al. (2016),
i.e. Teff = 21 590K, log g = 7.93, and manually adjusted the abun-
dances of the main elements contributing to the ultraviolet absorp-
tion spectrum (C, O, Mg, Al, Si) to obtain a reasonable match to
the observed line strengths.
We cross-correlated this initial model with the COS data to
measure the radial velocity of SDSS J1240+6710, which we found
to be 3rad = −158 ± 12 km/s. We accounted for this blue-shift in all
the following spectral analysis. With the starting model described
above, we modelled the available spectroscopy, distance, and SDSS
ugriz photometry (which is given in Table 1 of Kepler et al. 2016).
This approach uses the spectral slope over a wide wavelength
range by combining the optical photometry, and the absolutely flux-
calibrated ultraviolet spectrum, and was carried out iteratively as
follows.
(1) We computed a model with the starting Teff , log g, and C,
O, Mg, Al, and Si abundances, applied reddening4 corresponding
to Ag = 0.0647, and calculated synthetic ugrizmagnitudes. The dif-
ference between the observed (mo) and synthetic magnitudes (ms)
is then
mo − ms = −2.5 logΩ with the solid angle Ω = π
(
Rwd
d
)2
(1)
With the distance determined by Gaia, the scaling factor above im-
plies a white dwarf radius, Rwd. Using the helium-atmosphere white
2 github.com/starlink/starlink/tree/master/applications/pamela
3 deneb.astro.warwick.ac.uk/phsaap/software/
4 We use the reddening as provided by SDSS, which corresponds to the
total extinction along the line of sight based on Schlegel et al. (1998).
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Figure 1. The far-ultraviolet HST/COS spectrum of SDSS J1240+6710 (black) contains many strong absorption lines of C, O, Mg, Al and Si, as indicated by
the coloured tick marks. Geocoronal airglow of Lyα and O i 1302Å contaminates the spectrum (gray sections); the latter can be removed by using the data
obtained on the night-side of the HST orbit around the Earth. The flux of the best-fit white dwarf model (red) exceeds the observed spectrum in the range
≃ 1300 − 1500Å, which we suspect to be related to missing continuum opacities. A small number of absorption features remain unidentified near 1233, 1773,
1777, 1818, 1827, and 1833Å.
Figure 2. The far-ultraviolet light curve of SDSS J1240+6710 constructed
from the time-tagged COS observations, binned in 10 s. Time-series anal-
ysis of these data rules out variability with amplitudes larger than ≃ 0.5%
and periods of ≃ 30 s to 6 h. The error bar illustrates the typical uncertainty.
dwarf mass-radius relation5 of the Montreal group6, we calculated
the mass of the star, which then gives an updated value of log g.
5 For a given Teff and log g, white dwarfs with a non-degenerate hydro-
gen layer have slightly larger radii and lower surface gravities than helium-
atmosphere white dwarfs. Given that the atmosphere of SDSS J1240+6710
contains no significant amount of hydrogen, adopting the mass-radius re-
lation for helium-atmosphere white dwarfs is more appropriate. However,
some systematic uncertainty arises from the unknown core composition of
SDSS J1240+6710.
6 http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/∼bergeron/CoolingModels/,
(2) If the difference between the initial value of log g and the
new one differ by more than 0.1 dex, the new value is adopted.
(3) The iterated and reddened model is multiplied with the
solid angle Ω, and compared to the absolutely flux-calibrated
HST /COS spectrum. The flux level depends on both log g (via the
radius) and on Teff . As long as the predicted flux level was signif-
icantly too high (low), we went back to (1) with a lower (higher)
Teff (keeping the abundances of C, O, Mg, Al, and Si fixed at their
initial values).
The modelling procedure converged for Teff = 20 500±500 K,
log g = 7.62 ± 0.11, and Mwd = 0.41 ± 0.05M⊙. The quoted uncer-
tainties in the surface gravity and the white dwarf mass are com-
bined from the uncertainties in both Teff and the distance. We find
that SDSS J1240+6710 has a deep convection zone below an opti-
cal depth τ = 2/3 enclosing a mass fraction of log(MCVZ/Mwd) ≃
−5.3.
With Teff and log g fixed, we proceeded to refine the abun-
dance analysis of the COS spectrum. The relative abundances of O,
Mg, and Si measured from the COS data are consistent with those
determined by Kepler et al. (2016) from the optical SDSS spec-
trum. Given the strength and large number of the ultraviolet lines,
our new values supersede those from the previous study due to an
improved accuracy and precision. In addition to those elements,
we detect C, and Al in the COS spectrum, and Na in the optical
Holberg & Bergeron (2006); Kowalski & Saumon (2006); Tremblay et al.
(2011); Bergeron et al. (2011).
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Figure 3. The WHT spectrum of SDSS J1240+6710 (black) contains all the
spectral features already present in the SDSS spectrum (Kepler et al. 2016).
The detection of the neon lines is more robust in the new data. The best-fit
white dwarf model (Tables 1), 2 is shown in red. The absorption feature near
8000Å results from imperfect telluric correction.
spectrum. We also determined upper limits for an additional 15 el-
ements from the respective strongest absorption lines predicted in
the model spectrum (see Fig. 4 and Table 2).
The optical WHT spectrum does not provide additional con-
straints on the abundances of O, Mg, and Si compared to the anal-
ysis of the COS data. However, given its higher spectral resolution
and better signal-to-noise ratio compared to the SDSS discovery
spectrum (Kepler et al. 2016), we were able to refine the abundance
measurement of Ne, which has no ultraviolet transitions (Table 2).
The new Ne abundance is consistent with, but somewhat higher
than that of Kepler et al. (2016).
Given the highly unusual atmospheric composition of this
white dwarf, we note a few caveats to our analysis. A practical
problem is that while the high quality HST /COS spectrum has a
good spectral resolution, there are so many lines, most of them un-
resolved, that it is practically impossible to define a continuum. It
is rarely possible to fit individual lines, but the entire spectrum has
to be calculated consistently, with all lines of all elements included.
More fundamental problems relate to the available atomic
data. The ultraviolet and optical spectra of SDSS J1240+6710 con-
tain a very large number of absorption lines of O, Mg, Al, Si, and
Ne. Naturally this includes many lines that are weak or absent alto-
gether in the spectra of normal stars. The atomic parameters, oscil-
lator strength and broadening constants, are therefore not well de-
termined, or not available at all. We retrieved line lists from VALD
(Piskunov et al. 1995) and NIST (Kramida et al. 2016). Comparing
Table 1. Main characteristics of SDSS J1240+6710.
Parameter symbol value
Parallax ̟ [mas] 2.2805± 0.1573
Proper motion µα [mas/yr] −184.343± 0.293
µδ [mas/yr] −95.776± 0.236
Tangential velocity 3⊥ [km/s] 432± 30
Radial velocity 3rad [km/s] −158± 12
Gravitational redshift 3gr [km/s] 16.5± 1
Rest-frame velocity 3rest [km/s] ≃ 250
Distance d [pc] 439± 30
Effective temperature Teff [K] 20 500± 500
Surface gravity log g (cgs) 7.62± 0.11
Mass Mwd [M⊙] 0.41± 0.05
Mass of convection zone log(Mcvz/Mwd) −5.3
Cooling age τcool [Myr] ∼ 40
Note: Mass, convection zone, and cooling age are derived from
He-dominated models.
the available atomic data, we found that on most cases the values
from the NIST database were more reliable and internally consis-
tent, though we complemented our line list with data from VALD
where no information was available on NIST.
VALD includes a large amount of line broadening data, which
is very useful for the analysis. However, those data are, as appro-
priate for all normal applications, calculated for hydrogen atoms as
perturbers. At the temperature of SDSS J1240+6710 line broaden-
ing is predominantly Stark broadening. For the heavy elements this
is dominated by electrons. Our usual procedure assumes electrons
and an equal number of ionised hydrogen as perturbers. Since the
contribution of the ions decreases with atomic weight, this should
be reasonably accurate also for an oxygen, neon, magnesium-
dominated atmosphere.
A final comment concerns the continuum opacities from the
photo-ionisation of C, O, Ne, Mg, Al, and Si. Whereas these
cross-sections are available from TOPBASE, the Opacity Project
database (Cunto et al. 1993), they are not as well known and tested
as the hydrogen and helium opacities, e.g. the wavelengths of pre-
dicted absorption edges can differ from the detected ones by as
much as 10−20Å. More importantly, the TOPBASE cross-sections
include many very large resonances, which are often not observed.
We follow a common approach (Bautista et al. 1998) and re-bin the
TOPBASE cross-sections to smooth out the strongest peaks. How-
ever, there remain broad absorption features in the model without
counterparts in the observations, and with > 2000 cross-sections
included in the model, it is very difficult to identify those with
problematic opacity data. The mis-match between the continuum
flux of our best-fit model around ≃ 1300 − 1500Å is likely caused
by remaining problems in the choice of cross-sections we adopted
(Fig. 1). Despite all efforts in identifying the absorption lines in
the spectrum of SDSS J1240+6710, unaccounted features remain
at 1233, 1773, 1777, 1818, 1827, 1833, 3999, 4011, and 4023Å.
4 PROBING FOR PHOTOMETRIC AND RADIAL
VELOCITY VARIABILITY
We used the strong and sharp photospheric absorption lines in the
optical spectra of SDSS J1240+6710 to search for radial velocity
variations. The individual WHT spectra were obtained over a base-
line of four hours, and their radial velocities are consistent with
each other to <
∼
30 km/s. Comparing the average WHT spectrum
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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Table 2. Photospheric number abundances relative to oxygen.
Element log[Z/O] Element log[Z/O]
H < −3.30 Ca < −6.00
He < −1.80 Sc < −5.80
C −3.44 ± 0.14 Ti < −7.50
N < −5.50 V < −5.30
Ne −1.15 ± 0.09 Cr < −5.00
Na −2.30 ± 0.30 Mn < −5.50
Mg −1.95 ± 0.10 Fe < −5.50
Al −3.80 ± 0.16 Co < −5.50
Si −3.43 ± 0.30 Ni < −5.80
P < −5.80 Cu < −7.80
S < −4.80 Sr < −6.00
Ar < −3.50
with the SDSS spectrum obtained about three years earlier, we can
rule out long-term radial variations in excess of ≃ 50 km/s. In con-
clusion, the COS, WHT and SDSS spectroscopy consistently show
that the star is blue-shifted by −158 ± 12 km/s.
Subjecting the COS far-ultraviolet light curve (Fig. 2) to a
time-series analysis, we do not detect any significant periodicity,
with an upper limit of a fractional amplitude <
∼
0.5% for peri-
ods in the range of ≃ 30 s to ≃ 6 h. The Zwicky Transient Fac-
tory (Masci et al. 2019) obtained 28 (34) g−band (r-band) images
of SDSS J1240+6710 between March and December 2018, which
also do not show any variability in excess of 0.05mag.
We conclude that there is no evidence for SDSS J1240+6710
being member of a short-period binary system.
5 KINEMATICS
The Gaia proper motions and distance of SDSS J1240+6710 im-
ply a tangential velocity of 432 ± 30 km/s. Given its low mass,
the gravitational redshift of the white dwarf is ≃ 17 km/s. Correct-
ing for that the true radial velocity of SDSS J1240+6710 becomes
−177± 10 km/s; hence, its space velocity with respect to the Sun is
466 ± 30 km/s.
We modelled the Galactic trajectory of SDSS J1240+6710
taking into account a standard formulation for the Milky Way’s
potential, composed by a power-law density profile with exponen-
tial cut-off for the bulge, a Miyamoto-Nagai disc, and a dark mat-
ter halo (implemented as MWPotential2014 in the pythonmodule
galpy; Bovy 2015). The assumed Galactic potential implies an es-
cape velocity of ≃ 560 km/s in the Solar neighbourhood (in agree-
ment recent estimates from Gaia DR2; Monari et al. 2018). We
adopt a Galactic non-rotating rest-frame that is left-handed, with
the x-axis pointing from the Galactic centre to the Sun, and the
y-axis pointing towards the direction of the Galactic rotation. The
Sun is at 8.27 kpc from the centre.
We have simulated 10 000 trajectories of SDSS J1240+6710
by sampling the Gaia astrometry and the radial-velocity as pri-
ors for t = 0 (i.e. now) and taking into account their mu-
tual correlations. Assuming a Galactic rotation of 239 ± 9 km/s
(Scho¨nrich 2012) and canonical values for the Solar motion
components (Scho¨nrich et al. 2010), our simulation shows that
SDSS J1240+6710 is moving around the Milky Way against the
average rotation. This white dwarf is following an ellipsoidal tra-
jectory in the Galactic rest-frame (e ≃ 0.55) that ranges between
z = ±0.8 kpc and RG = 4–13 kpc, which are the vertical and
radial coordinates, respectively, in the Galactocentric cylindrical
−8
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Figure 4. Top panel: comparison of the photospheric number abundances of
SDSS J1240+6710 relative to oxygen (black) and the three LP 40–365 stars
(orange) from Raddi et al. (2019). Bottom panel: the bulk-composition of
bound remnants resulting from three dimensional hydrodynamic simula-
tions of pure deflagrations of CO white dwarfs (orange, Fink et al. 2014)
and ONe white dwarfs (blue, Jones et al. 2019). The most noticeable char-
acteristic of SDSS J1240+6710 is the non-detection of iron-group elements,
of which large abundances are predicted by the models, and detected in the
LP40–365 stars.
reference frame. The rest-frame velocity of SDSS J1240+6710 is
≃ 250 km/s and its vertical component is Vz = −15 ± 11 km/s. Tak-
ing about 240Myr to complete a full revolution around the Galactic
centre, SDSS J1240+6710 may have been on such an unusual orbit
for a relatively short time of the order of its estimated cooling age
(≈ 40Myr).
We note that the retrograde orbit of SDSS J1240+6710 is rem-
iniscent of the motion of halo white dwarfs that, however, on aver-
age have much larger amplitudes in their vertical (z) displacements
(see Pauli et al. 2006).
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Comparison to the LP 40–365 and D6 stars
The relatively high space velocity of SDSS J1240+6710, com-
bined with its unusual photospheric abundances and anti-clockwise
Galactic orbit, are at least superficially, reminiscent of two new
types of white dwarfs that were recently discovered: the LP40–
365 stars (Vennes et al. 2017; Raddi et al. 2018b,a, 2019) and the
D6 stars (Shen et al. 2018b).
The LP 40–365 stars all have very low masses, ≃0.2–0.3M⊙,
extended radii of 0.2–0.6 R⊙, temperatures of ≃ 10 000–13 000K,
and space velocities of ≃ 500 − 650 km/s. The fact that they all
have ONeMg-dominated atmospheres, sprinkled with other α and
iron-peak elements (see Fig. 4; Raddi et al. 2019) indicates that
these stars are likely the partially burnt remnants of white dwarfs
in close binaries that survived peculiar thermonuclear supernovae
(Foley et al. 2013), even though alternative explanations have been
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2019)
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suggested (Bauer et al. 2019). While somewhat less well charac-
terised at the moment, the D6 stars share some properties of the
LP 40–365 stars, i.e. they are significantly over-luminous compared
to canonical white dwarfs, suggesting that they also have very low
masses while having temperatures of ≃ 8000K. While no detailed
abundance measurements are yet available, just gauging from their
spectra, the D6 stars are also extremely rich in photospheric tran-
sitions of many elements, including calcium (Shen et al. 2018b).
However, their space velocities are much higher than those of the
LP 40–365 stars, >
∼
1000 km/s, and Shen et al. (2018b) proposed
that the D6 stars are the surviving donor stars of thermonuclear su-
pernovae, unbound when the binaries got disrupted at the moment
of the explosion.
Kepler et al. (2016) estimated the surface gravity of
SDSS J1240+6710 from the model atmosphere analysis of
the SDSS spectrum, log g = 7.93 ± 0.17, which together with a
mass-radius relation implied a mass of 0.56± 0.09M⊙ – clearly too
low for an ONe-core white dwarf, but well within the range of field
white dwarfs – and discussed the possible origin within single-star
evolution scenarios. However, our new mass determination of
0.41 ± 0.05M⊙ is too low for any canonical single-star evolution
model. This evidence, combined with the high space velocity,
retrograde Galactic orbit, and unusual photospheric abundances,
suggests that a binary origin involving some kind of thermonuclear
event.
SDSS J1240+6710 differs from the LP40–365 and D6 stars in
many aspects, having a higher mass, being hotter, and most strik-
ingly, having an abundance pattern dominated by α-elements, but
no detection of iron-group elements, with tight upper limits on
Ti, Fe, and Ni (Fig. 4). A hypothetical explanation for the lack of
iron-group elements is diffusion, with iron diffusing out of the en-
velope faster than other elements. We crudely estimate the diffu-
sion time scales at the bottom of the deep convection zone to be ∼
10Myr (Koester 2009)7. Assuming that SDSS J1240+6710 under-
went a thermonuclear event that resulted in significant re-heating
(which is also postulated for a non-igniting merger event, see
Wegg & Phinney 2012 and Temmink et al. 2019), we can crudely
estimate the time since this event by adopting a standard cooling
track for a Teff = 20 500K and 0.41M⊙ white dwarf, resulting in
∼ 40Myr – which is comparable to the diffusion time scales at the
bottom of the convection zone. We conclude that the photospheric
abundances, reflecting the composition of the deep convective layer
in the outer envelope, have probably not been altered significantly
by the differential diffusion velocities of the individual elements.
We also note that invoking diffusion to eliminate iron from the pho-
tosphere would also affect the relative abundances of the detected
lighter elements, which do not show any striking anomaly when
compared to the LP40–365 stars (Fig. 4). It appears, hence, that
SDSS J1240+6710 underwent nuclear burning up to 16O+16O, pro-
ducing Si, but did not proceed to silicon burning.
6.2 A thermonuclear event of a low-mass white dwarf?
The thermonuclear ignition of CO white dwarfs as well as the
resulting nuclear yields have been studied in excruciating de-
tail because of their link to supernovae type Ia (Nomoto et al.
1984; Woosley et al. 1986, see the reviews by Nomoto & Leung
7 Updated tables are available at http://www1.astrophysik.uni-
kiel.de/∼koester/astrophysics/astrophysics.html
2017b; Seitenzahl & Townsley 2017)8. Whereas thermonuclear su-
pernovae can be produced by growing a white dwarf to the Chan-
drasekhar limit (Nomoto & Leung 2017a), most current models as-
sume that the detonation of a helium shell triggers the ignition of
the underlying CO core (the double-detonation model, Shen et al.
2018a), which can be less massive than the Chandrasekhar limit.
Unsurprisingly, most theoretical efforts have concentrated on
those configurations that produce sufficient amounts of 56Ni to
match the observed peak luminosities and decline times of SN Ia.
Polin et al. (2019) systematically explored the nuclear yields of
double-detonations of CO white dwarfs with masses from 0.6 to
1.2M⊙ and helium shell masses from 0.01 to 0.1M⊙, and found
that for core masses ≃ 0.8M⊙ only very small amounts of nickel
are synthesised. Such thermonuclear events would probably be dif-
ficult to detect because of the lack of a radioactive decay powered
light curve following the short initial flash or shock breakout.
Assuming that SDSS J1240+6710 originates from a ther-
monuclear supernovae in a binary star, it must have either lost
sufficient mass during the explosion to unbind the binary, or the
donor star has been disrupted by the supernova ejecta. As a sim-
ple example, a 0.8M⊙ CO white dwarf accreting from a 0.2M⊙ He
white dwarf would undergo mass transfer at a period of ≃ 5min.
Accretion and ignition of ∼ 0.1M⊙ with the subsequent ejection
of ∼ 0.5M⊙ would successfully disrupt the binary. The orbital
velocity of the CO white dwarf at the moment of the explosion
would be ≃ 280 km/s, compatible with the rest-frame velocity of
SDSS J1240+6710.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained high-quality ultraviolet and optical spectroscopy
of the white dwarf SDSS J1240+6710, and, combined with the
Gaia DR2 proper motions and parallax of the star, determined that
it has a low mass, Mwd = 0.41 ± 0.05M⊙. The star has rest-frame
velocity of ≃ 250 km/s, but a substantially higher space velocity,
466 ± 30 km/s, as it rotates against the average Galactic disc mo-
tion. Its oxygen-dominated atmosphere is rich in α-elements, and
we reported improved abundance measurements of Si, Mg, and Ne
as well as the additional detection of C, Na, and Al. We do not de-
tect any iron-group element, with tight limits on the abundances of
Ti, Fe, and Ni, and conclude that the star underwent oxygen burn-
ing, but did not reach the ignition conditions for silicon burning.
The low mass of the white dwarf and its moderately high rest-frame
velocity suggest an origin involving a thermonuclear supernova in
a compact binary. The lack of iron-group elements in its atmo-
sphere clearly distinguishes SDSS J1240+6710 from the two other
recently discovered classes of supernova survivors, and suggests
8 The outcome of electron capture in a ONe white dwarf has been stud-
ied from a theoretical point of view, and initial models suggested that
this pathway will predominantly result in an accretion induced collapse
(Nomoto & Kondo 1991). However, the three-dimensional oxygen defla-
gration models of Jones et al. (2016) showed instead of a collapse an in-
complete thermonuclear explosion can ensue, ejecting ≃ 1Mwd and leaving
behind a bound remnant. More recent calculations confirm these outcomes
(Jones et al. 2019; Schwab & Akira Rocha 2019), and suggest that these
remnants should be ONeFe white dwarfs. We include the nuclear yields
from Jones et al. (2019) in Fig. 4, but given the even larger predicted abun-
dances of iron-group elements rule out that SDSS J1240+6710 is the rem-
nant of a thermonuclear event involving a ONe white dwarf
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that it may be the result of the thermonuclear ignition of a low-
mass, <
∼
0.8M⊙, white dwarf. The very low mass of Ni produced
and ejected in such events would make their detection extremely
challenging within the current time-domain surveys.
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Table 3. Listed are the transitions used in the abundance analysis (vacuum wavelengths in Å), additional optical lines that were also used in the analysis of the
SDSS discovery spectrum are given in Table S2 of Kepler et al. (2016).
Element Vacuum wavelengths of the main lines [Å]
H optical
He optical
C i 1277.245 1277.282 1277.513 1277.550 1277.723 1431.596 1432.105 1432.529 1459.031 1463.336 1560.309 1560.682 1560.708
1561.340 1561.438 1656.266 1656.928 1657.008 1657.379 1657.907 1658.121
C ii 1323.862 1323.906 1323.951 1323.995 1334.532 1335.663 1335.708
C iii 1174.933 1175.263 1175.590 1175.711 1175.987 1176.370
N i 1243.179 1243.306 1243.310 1492.625 1492.820 1494.675
O i optical, 1152.150 1172.500 1172.780 1302.168 1304.860 1306.030
O ii optical, 1502.838
Ne optical
Na
Mg ii optical, 1365.544 1367.257 1367.708 1369.423 1476.000 1478.004 1480.879 1482.890 1734.852 1737.613 1737.628 1750.664 1753.474
Al ii 1539.833 1625.628 1670.787 1719.442 1721.244 1721.271 1724.949 1724.982
Al iii 1379.670 1384.132 1605.766 1611.814 1611.873 1854.716 1862.790
Si ii optical, 1190.416 1193.290 1194.500 1197.394 1260.422 1264.738 1265.002 1346.884 1348.543 1350.072 1350.516 1350.656 1352.635 1353.721
1508.732 1509.092 1512.064 1513.563 1526.707 1533.431 1710.836 1711.299 1711.304
Si iii 1206.500 1206.555 1207.517
P ii 1159.086 1284.329 1289.569 1294.648 1494.967 1496.439 1506.442 1542.304 1799.060 1799.875 1800.224 1876.777 1879.606
P iii 1334.813
S i 1253.325 1425.030 1425.188 1433.278 1433.309 1807.311
S ii 1115.129 1115.331 1115.605 1115.710 1116.187 1166.291 1166.90 1167.512 1168.150 1124.395 1124.986 1131.059 1131.657 1253.811
Ca ii 1838.008 1840.061
Sc ii 1239.952 1240.415 1240.656 1240.810 1241.166 1241.283
Ti iii 1420.034 1420.439 1421.641 1421.755 1422.409 1455.19 1455.733
V ii 1582.019 1582.344 1582.544 1582.607 1582.855 1634.987 1635.864 1635.866 1636.024 1643.024 1643.056 1643.426 1643.437
Cr iii 1701.478 1701.548
Mn iii 1283.580 1284.064
Fe ii 1558.541 1558.692 1559.085 1563.790 1566.822 1569.675 1570.244 1574.038 1574.922 1578.495 1580.629
Fe iii 1550.154 1550.193 1550.459 1550.862 1551.089 1551.365 1551.392 1552.065 1552.681 1552.936
Ni ii 1164.279 1164.575 1168.041 1381.286 1454.840 1454.842
Co ii 1466.203 1574.545 1576.796 1577.045
Cu ii 1358.773
Sr ii 4078.861 4216.707
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